
AThis murder business is not good--it will certainly bring scrutiny on the circus and everyone in it. Scrutiny is the last thing
you need right now, since anyone discovering your true identity could put your life in danger. If this blows out of
proportion, your contacts in Germany may not be as willing to provide you with the alcohol for Tristian's operation.
Alcohol is highly illegal in England, and you successfully argued that you could use it to gain access to even more British
intelligence. No one can know where you get the alcohol from, and you also cannot let this fiasco jeopardize your cover
operation, or it would ruin everything.

Keep This Secret

Once, when you were looking for Tristian to discuss an incoming alcohol shipment, you saw Stana Todorov
coming out of their room. Odd, as you thought Tristian was dating Serafim, the other Todorov sibling...
Petya Sarkozi has recently come into possession of a Fabergé egg. You don’t know much about those things,
but you know that they’re very valuable, and very rare. You have to wonder how a poor carnival worker
managed to come into one. 
You know that Tristian is in charge of the smuggling ring, but they don't personally sell the alcohol. You’re not
sure who they have doing that job, but you’re glad it isn’t you.
Vitaly Volanis and Sasha Stratova are both Russian loyalists who could provide you some good intel.

What you do with this is up to you

Your real name is Hanne Fuchs, and you are a German spy. 
You have been providing the alcohol to Tristian and their smuggling ring.

Alex Jaroka

Learn any information you can that might help Germany return to its former glory!

Work to accomplish these goals throughout the night

Your Objectives Tonight

Information You Know
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After the murder, characters receive their
goals and objectives for the rest of the

party

Every character is keeping a secret of their own

Objectives help guide each player during the party

Information and clues can be used by the player to solve
the murder and work with other players


